Light-scattering gating and characterization of plasma microparticles.
Flow cytometry method (FCM) is widely used for analysis of cell-derived microparticles (MPs). Numerous efforts are currently aimed to standardize these measurements among different instruments. We push the FCM characterization of MPs to the limit based on rigorous simulation of measured signals. We measured forward- and side-scatter (FSC/SSC) signals and angle-resolved light-scattering profiles (LSPs) of polystyrene microspheres and MPs, including their aggregates, using a scanning flow cytometer (SFC). We used the Mie theory to (1) accurately evaluate instrument detection limits; (2) construct FSC/SSC gates for MPs in absolute scales of size and refractive index (RI); and (3) determine size and RI of individual spherical MPs. LSPs were used for advanced characterization, including differentiation of spherical and nonspherical particles. The proposed absolute FSC/SSC gating is naturally standardized for any FCM instrument, given the knowledge of its optical system and leads to instrument-independent analysis of MPs. The inverse Mie problem has a unique solution only for some regions of size and RI and uncertainties rapidly increase with decreasing size and RI. The developed methods are applicable to any flow cytometer, but are limited by assumption of particle sphericity. The latter can be relaxed only if additional signals, such as LSP, are measured.